functional nutrition matrix

Dr. Grace Terrell Maps Precision Medicine on the 15MM
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antecedents

sleep/relaxation

- Precision Medicine = a way
of thinking of an individual
person and how they are
different than everyone else.

immune and
inflammatory
balance

- Tailoring a protocol to the
person and their unique
needs (vs. averages alone)

Precision Medicine is
most commonly used in
cancer treatments
where the "personality"
of the cells are
considered

- Whole person approach
along with looking at genetics
- Precision care working with
those who have rare
diseases

environmental
inputs

- Exposure to toxins will have an
impact on future generations
- Epigenetics are a "big deal" the way we live has an
impact on future
generations

exercise/movement

How you exercise will impact
your future generations
oxidative
stress, energy
production

gastrointestinal

triggering events

Rare, undiagnosed and missed
diagnosis are more common than we
might think - what is the care model for
these people?

- The way past generations
lived and environment will
impact future generations
health.
- Look at the whole person =
How do they sleep?
What do they eat?
Do they exercise?
Where do they live or did
they grow up?
(And how does this impact
risk?)
mediators

Precision medicine can lower
the cost of care if done
correctly

Looking at the specific mutation of cells as
opposed to merely the fact that
mutations exist

Methylation patterns change
based on epigenetic factors,
making what we do daily MATTER

structural
integrity

detoxification

nutrition/hydration

Unique needs must be
considered
What you eat impacts you and
your future generations

stress/resilience

Tensions
between looking at
"Population Health"
and commonalities or
averages and "Precision Care"
which considers the unique
individual
mind, spirit,
emotions,
community

Adapted from The Institute for Functional Medicine

hormones,
neurotransmitters

www.functionalnutritionalliance.com

relationships/networks

Consider EVERYTHING that
makes a difference

